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It has become crucial for managers to be computer literate in today’s business environment. It is also important that those entering the field acquire the fundamental theories of
information systems, the essential practical skills in computer applications, and the desire for life-long learning in information technology. Programming Languages for Business
Problem Solving presents a working knowledge of the major programming languages, including COBOL, C++, Java, HTML, JavaScript, VB.NET, VBA, ASP.NET, Perl, PHP,
XML, and SQL, used in the current business computing environment. The book examines the concepts shared by these languages and details the unique features of each. It also
focuses on various programming techniques, including structured, object-oriented, client-side and server-side programming, as well as graphical user-interface and multi-media
processing. Self-contained, the book provides hands-on examples, self-review questions, project requirements, report formats, and operational manuals of programming
environments for use by both MIS students and professionals.
Computer Programming in Basic with Business ApplicationsVisual Basic 6 ProgrammingBusiness Applications with a Design Perspective
This text concentrates on the development of application software, using a structured and modular approach and emphasizing specific design tools such as structured flowcharts, pseudo code, decision
tables, and action diagrams. Applications cover the full range of programming concepts both for batch and on-line interactive programming, along with three chapters that explore table/array handling.
Discusses the fundamentals of the BASIC computer program language and provides guidance on programming the IBM Personal Computer in BASIC to perform a variety of business functions

For the Apple IIe also.
For undergraduate/graduate and MBA level Visual Basic courses. This comprehensive text employs the uses of core VB controls to teach programming from the perspective of data entry and
processing. It balances this approach to learning with coverage of VB features and fundamentals, providing students with a practical orientation and many interesting programming challenges
with direct applicability to future jobs. *Focus on programming problems - Covers code performance and minimization considerations. For example, Chapter 9 gives examples using different
algorithms and shows the differences in speed. Chapter 10 illustrates several code structures that not only minimizes the code but also enhance its maintainability. *Provides students with an
emphasis on enhancing data entry efficiency, and considerations associated with data management - rather than the features of VB objects. *Online help file provides pointers to additional
information. *Familiarizes students with readily available resources to expand their knowledge of material covered in the text. Beginning with Chapter 2, Look It Up special boxes point to
additional useful information in the online MSDN library. *Numerous pro

This book provides a highly readable introduction to C++ programming for beginning business programmers. It guides readers through complete and clear descriptions of sample
programs, with a wealth of exercises included along the way to help reinforce the important points of each chapter. Throughout the text, a strong emphasis is placed on business
applications, rather than those in mathematics or computing. Part I (Basic C++) covers the procedural parts of C++. Part II (Object-Oriented Concepts and Programming)
introduces object-oriented ideas through the built-in string class. Part III (Object-Oriented Programming) explores the essential object-oriented ideas through inheritance and
polymorphism. For beginning programmers using C++ for business.
Would you like to gather big datasets, analyze them, and visualize the results, all in one program? If this describes you, then Introduction to Python Programming for Business
and Social Science Applications is the book for you. Authors Frederick Kaefer and Paul Kaefer walk you through each step of the Python package installation and analysis
process, with frequent exercises throughout so you can immediately try out the functions you’ve learned. Written in straightforward language for those with no programming
background, this book will teach you how to use Python for your research and data analysis. Instead of teaching you the principles and practices of programming as a whole, this
application-oriented text focuses on only what you need to know to research and answer social science questions. The text features two types of examples, one set from the
General Social Survey and one set from a large taxi trip dataset from a major metropolitan area, to help readers understand the possibilities of working with Python. Chapters on
installing and working within a programming environment, basic skills, and necessary commands will get you up and running quickly, while chapters on programming logic, data
input and output, and data frames help you establish the basic framework for conducting analyses. Further chapters on web scraping, statistical analysis, machine learning, and
data visualization help you apply your skills to your research. More advanced information on developing graphical user interfaces (GUIs) help you create functional data products
using Python to inform general users of data who don’t work within Python. First there was IBM® SPSS®, then there was R, and now there?s Python. Statistical software is
getting more aggressive - let authors Frederick Kaefer and Paul Kaefer help you tame it with Introduction to Python Programming for Business and Social Science Applications.
Probes the capabilities, limitations, and problem-solving functions of the computer together with explaining programming concepts, BASIC statements, and the use and operation
of the computer in business
Explore the fundamentals of Dynamics 365 Business Central and the Visual Studio Code development environment with the help of useful examples and case studies Key
Features Tailor your applications to best suit the needs of your business Explore the latest features of Business Central with examples curated by industry experts Integrate
Business Central features in your applications with this comprehensive guide Book Description Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central is a full ERP business solution suite
with a robust set of development tools to support customization and enhancement. These tools can be used to tailor Business Central's in-built applications to support complete
management functions for finance, supply chain, manufacturing, and operations. Using a case study approach, this book will introduce you to Dynamics 365 Business Central
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and Visual Studio Code development tools to help you become a productive Business Central developer. You'll also learn how to evaluate a product's development capabilities
and manage Business Central-based development and implementation. You'll explore application structure, the construction of and uses for each object type, and how it all fits
together to build apps that meet special business requirements. By the end of this book, you'll understand how to design and develop high-quality software using the Visual
Studio Code development environment, the AL language paired with the improved editor, patterns, and features. What you will learn Programming using the AL language in the
Visual Studio Code development environment Explore functional design and development using AL How to build interactive pages and learn how to extract data for users How to
use best practices to design and develop modifications for new functionality integrated with the standard Business Central software Become familiar with deploying the broad
range of components available in a Business Central system Create robust, viable systems to address specific business requirements Who this book is for If you want to learn
about Dynamics 365 Business Central's powerful and extensive built-in development capabilities, this is the book for you. ERP consultants and managers of Business Central
development will also find this book helpful. Although you aren't expected to have worked with Dynamics Business Central, basic understanding of programming and familiarity
with business application software will help you understand the concepts covered in this book.
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